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Key Terms

1. Congruent
2. Density
3. Mass
4. Proportion
5. Similar 

Y11 Higher Maths 

1.3 

Speed – Typically measured 
in mph (miles per hour) or 
m/s (metres per second).

Density – Typically 
measured in g/cm3 (grams 
per cubic centimetre) or 
kg/m3 (kilograms per cubic 
metre)
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Direct Proportion
When one variable 

increases as another 
increases their 

proportionality is 
referred to as direct.

The value e is directly 
proportional to p. 

When e=20, p=10. Find 
an equation relating e 

and p.
𝑒 ∝ 𝑝
e = kp

20 = 10k
k = 20÷10 = 2

e = 2p

Inverse Proportion
When one variable 
decreases as another 
increases their 
proportionality is referred 
to as inverse. 

If g is inversely proportional 
to w and when g=4, w=9, 

then form an equation 
relating g to w.

g ∝
1

𝑤

g =
𝑘

𝑤

4 =
𝑘

9

k = 4 x 9 = 36

g =
36

𝑤

Congruent Shapes

Shapes are congruency if they are identical – same shame and same 
size. Shapes can be rotated or reflected but still congruent. 

4 ways of proving that two triangles are congruent:

1. SSS (Side, Side, Side)

2. RHS (Right angle, Hypotenuse, Side)

3. SAS (Side, Angle, Side)

4. ASA (Angle, Side, Angle) or AAS

ASS and AAA does not prove congruency.

Similar Shapes

Shapes are similar if they are the same shape but different sizes. The proportion of 

the matching sides must be the same, meaning the ratios of corresponding sides are 

all equal. 

The Scale factor - The ratio of corresponding sides of two similar shapes. 

To find a scale factor, divide a length on one shape by the corresponding length on a 

similar shape.

Area - When we enlarge a shape by a scale factor, the area of the shape is multiplied 

by the square of the scale factor.

Volume - When we enlarge a shape by a scale factor, the volume of the shape is 

multiplied by the cube of the scale factor.

Example - Two similar posters have areas of 24 cm2 and 384 cm2. If the smaller poster 

has a perimeter of 20 cm, calculate the perimeter of the larger poster.

Scale factor for area = new area ÷ old area = 384 ÷ 24 = 16
Area is the scale factor squared, so we need to find the square root of 16.

16 = 4 Scale factor for length = 4
Perimeter of larger poster = 20 × 4 = 80 cm.



Key Terms

1. Depreciation
2. Compound Interest
3. Direct Proportion
4. Inverse Proportion
5. Density

Y11 Foundation Maths 1.3 

Percentages

Converting between percentages and decimals

Percentage 35%

x100

÷100

Decimal 0.35

Express one number as a percentage of another
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
× 100

Percentage of amount

50%  ÷2       25% - ÷4 10% - ÷10        1% - ÷100
Use these to calculate other percentages without a 
calculator
Percentage Increase/Decrease
Calculate the percentage and add it on for an increase and 
subtract it for a decrease

Percentage Change Percentage change = 
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
× 100

Reverse Percentage
This is when you find the original/normal amount
Example: a top is reduced by 15% to £25.50. What was the 
original price?

£28 = 85%
£0.30=1%

£30= 100% x100

÷85

x100

÷85

Growth and Decay

Using Percentage Multipliers
Multiplier for an increase of 4% (100% + 4% = 104%)
As a decimal is 1.04.

Multiplier for a decrease of 15%(100% - 15% = 85%)
As a decimal is 0.85.

Compound Interest
Sarah invests £500 in her savings account for 3 years 
with an interest rate of 4.2% per annum. Calculate 

how much money she will have in her account at the 
end of 3 years.

Amount x (interest as multiplier) number of years

500 × (1.042)3= £565.683044
In money (2dps) = £565.68
Compound Depreciation
Depreciate means to decrease in value or amount-
multiplier will be less than one
Jack buys a car for £8000. It depreciates in value by 
5% each year. How much will the car be worth after 
6 years?

8000 × (0.95)6= £5880.735125
In money (2dps) = £5880.74

Direct Proportion

When two quantities, x and y, are in 

direct proportion:

𝑦 ∝ 𝑥

𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥, where k is a constant and k 

≠0  
𝑦

𝑥
= 𝑘, where x ≠0

The graph of y against x is a straight

line passing through the origin with 

gradient k.

Inverse Proportion

When two quantities, x and y, are in 

inverse proportion:

𝑦 ∝
1

𝑥

𝑦 =
𝑘

𝑥
, where k is a constant and k ≠0

𝑥𝑦 = 𝑘, where x ≠0

The graph of y against x is a curve. 

Mass/Density/Volume

Density is a compound 
measure. It is the mass of 
substance in a certain 
volume. It is usually 
measured in g/cm3.

Speed/Distance/Time

Pressure/Force/Area

Speed is often measured in meters per second 
(m/s), kilometers per hour (km/h) or miles per 
hour (mph).

A car travels 90 kilometers in 2hour 15 minutes. 
What is the average speed in km/h?
Distance = 90km  Time= 2.25 hours  

Speed = 
90

2.25
= 40 km/h

Pressure is a compound 
measure. It is the force 
applied over an area. It is 
usually measured in N/m2.

https://www.google.co.uk/search?safe=vss&biw=1024&bih=665&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=vku4XamcL6OIlwTGjIuQDg&q=mass+density+volume+triangle&oq=mass+dentriangle&gs_l=img.3.0.0i7i30.20566.24003..25115...2.0..0.132.634.9j1......0....1..gws-wiz-img.......0i8i7i30j0.d1ZzhmHSaZo


Y11 English  1.3 

Key Terms

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Key Terms

1. Allegory
2. Mouthpiece
3. Critique
4. Redemption
5. Empathy 

A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens
Stave 

One

• Introduced to Ebenezer Scrooge on Christmas Eve.  He is a lonely miser obsessed with money.  He 

won’t pay to heat the office properly – meaning Bob Cratchit is very cold

• We learn Jacob Marley, Scrooge’s business partner,  died exactly seven years earlier.

• Scrooge is irritated that Christmas Day seems to be interrupting his business.  Scrooge is visited by his 

nephew Fred, who invites his uncle to Christmas dinner. Scrooge refuses.

• Scrooge is visited by two charity workers, asking for donations. Scrooge refuses and exclaims he 

wants to be left alone.

• Scrooge allows Bob to have Christmas Day off.

• Scrooge, when he is home, is visited by the Ghost of Jacob Marley – warning him he will be visited 

by three more ghosts to help him change his ways.

Stave 

Two

• Scrooge is visited by the Ghost of Christmas Past who takes him to witness his past.

• Scrooge is taken first to his schoolboy years and he is reminded how his friends would go home from 

Christmas while he was left at school.

• We see him with his sister, who one year took him home for the holidays. 

• Next we are shown Scrooge as a young apprentice, working for Fezziwig. Dickens describes the 

Christmas ball Fezziwig organised for his employees.

• Finally, Scrooge is taken to see his ex-fiancée, Belle. We see the scene when they break up, as 

money has taken over Scrooge’s life.

• Scrooge cannot bear to see any more and struggles with the spirit.

Stave 

Three

• Scrooge is then visited by the Ghost of Christmas Present.

• The spirit shows Scrooge how the Cratchit family celebrate Christmas.  Scrooge asked if Tiny Tim will 

live. The spirit explains unless there are changes, he will die. The spirit reminds Scrooge of his earlier 

words: ‘If he is to die, he had better do it, and decrease the surplus population’

• Scrooge is then taken to see how others celebrate Christmas: miners, lighthouse workers, sailors on a 

ship.

• He is then taken to Fred’s house at Christmas, where they are playing games.

• The spirit then begins to age, and see under the spirit’s robes two children: Want and Ignorance.

• The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come then appears.

Stave 

Four

• The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come is described. 

• The spirit takes Scrooge to see a group of businessmen discussing someone who has died.

• Scrooge is then taken to see Old Joe, where he is in the process of buying property of the dead man 

– which have been stolen.

• Scrooge then returns to Bob Cratchit’s house, where it is revealed Tiny Tim has died.

• Scrooge is then taken to the graveyard and is shown a grave stone and realises this is for him.

• Scrooge falls to his knees and begs that he will change his ways.

Stave 

Five

• Scrooge wakes up in his own bed.

• Scrooge wonders how much time has passed and calls to a boy. He then sends the boy to the 

poulterer for the prize turkey to give to Bob Cratchit. 

• Scrooge meets one of the charity collectors from earlier and whispers to him that he will give a large 

donation.

• Scrooge then goes to Fred’s house and is welcomed in. He enjoys the dinner and party.

• On Boxing Day, Scrooge arrives early to work, and plays a trick on Bob. Scrooge then tells him he is 

going to raise his salary and promises to help Bob’s struggling family.

• Scrooge is described to have completely changed and becomes a ‘second father’ to Tiny Tim – ‘who 

did not die.’

THE GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST: 

Contradictory, strong, gentle, quiet, 

forceful, questioning, mysterious, 

ephemeral.

This spirit personifies what Scrooge 

has been. It takes Scrooge on a 

journey to see his past Christmases 

and forces him to reflect on his past. 

THE GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PRESENT: Compassionate, abundant, 

generous, cheerful, jolly, friendly, severe, sympathetic, 

prophetic.

This ghost’s function is to illustrate what life is like for different 

people in Victorian Britain at Christmas and to compare this with 

Scrooge’s previously declared views.

THE GHOST OF CHRISTMAS YET TO COME: Mysterious, 

silent, ominous, intimidating, frightening, resolute, 

menacing. 

This is the most mysterious of the ghosts, reflecting the 

fact that the future is uncertain and depends on our 

present actions. It shows Scrooge what will happen if he 

doesn’t change his ways. 

Dickens’ ideas and intentions

Dickens’ intention in A Christmas Carol is to draw 

readers’ attention to the plight of the poor and 

to highlight the hypocrisy of Victorian society. He 

juxtaposes the wealth and greed of capitalists 

with the poorer classes and draws attention to 

the way in which the greed and selfishness of 

some impacts on the quality of the lives of others. 

His moral message appears to be that we should 

care for our fellow man. The transformation of 

Scrooge suggests that Dickens feels it is never too 

late for change and redemption. Dickens 

emphasises the importance of family, friendship 

and charity in bringing about this change.



Y11 Combined Chemistry 1.3 

Key Terms

1. Activation energy
2. Catalyst 
3. Collision theory
4. Concentration 
5. Rate 

Rate of chemical reaction

This can be calculated by measuring the 
quantity of reactant used or product 

formed in a given time.

Rate =  quantity of reactant used
time taken 

Rate = quantity of product formed
time taken

Quantity Unit

Mass Grams (g)

Volume cm3

Rate of reaction
Grams per cm3 (g/cm3)

HT: moles per second (mol/s)

Factors affecting the rate of reaction

Temperature
The higher the temperature, the quicker the rate of 

reaction.

Concentration
The higher the concentration, the quicker the rate of 

reaction.

Surface area
The larger the surface area of a reactant solid, the 

quicker the rate of reaction.

Pressure (of gases)
When gases react, the higher the pressure upon 

them, the quicker the rate of reaction.

Collision
theory

Chemical reactions can only 
occur when reacting particles 
collide with each other with 

sufficient energy.

Increasing the temperature increases the frequency 
of successful collisions and makes the collisions 
more energetic, therefore increasing the rate of 
reaction.
Increasing the concentration, pressure (gases) and 
surface area (solids) of reactions increases the 
frequency of successful collisions, therefore 
increasing the rate of reaction.

Activation
energy

This is the minimum amount of 
energy colliding particles in a 

reaction need in order to react.

Catalyst
A catalyst changes the rate 
of a chemical reaction but is 
not used in the reaction.

Enzymes
These are biological 
catalysts.

How do 
they 

work?

Catalysts provide an 
alternative reaction 
pathway which lowers the 
activation energy needed to 
react when they collide.

Reversible 
reactions

In some chemical reactions, 
the products can react again 
to re-form the reactants.

Representing 
reversible
reactions

A + B                C + D

The direction

The direction of reversible 
reactions can be changed by 
changing conditions:

heat
A   +   B                   C   +    D

cool

Equilibrium in 
reversible 
reactions

When a reversible reaction
occurs in apparatus which 
prevents the escape of reactants 
and products, equilibrium is 
reached when the forward and 
reverse reactions occur exactly 
at the same rate.

If one direction of a reversible reaction is exothermic, the opposite 
direction is endothermic. The same amount of energy is transferred in 
each case.

For example:                         endothermic

Hydrated copper sulphate                 Anhydrous copper sulphate + Water
exothermic

Le Chatelier’s Principles: when a system experiences a change in conditions, 
it will respond to restore a new equilibrium.
Changing concentration: increase concentration of reactant = more 
product.
Changing temperature:  Increase temperature = reaction moves to the 
endothermic side.
Decrease temperature = reaction moving 
to the exothermic side.

Changing pressure:
Pressure increase = equilibrium 
position shifts to side of equation 
with smaller number of molecules.
- Pressure decrease = equilibrium 

position shifts to side of 
equation with larger number of 
molecules.



Greenhouse gases

Carbon dioxide – released by the combustion of 

fossil fuels and deforestation.

Methane – from rice fields and cattle farming.

Water vapour

Y11 Combined Chemistry 1.3 

Global warming

Increase in greenhouse gases has been 

responsible for an increase in the average 

temperature of the Earth.

Climate change

Changes in weather patterns over time

Sea levels rise

Extreme weather events

Amount and time of rainfall

Changes to ecosystems and habitats

Key terms

Particulate 

Carbon footprint

Global dimming

Potable

Desalination

Potable water - Water that is safe to drink. Low levels of salts. Safe 

levels of harmful microbes

From fresh water

Lakes and rivers. 

Pass it through filters to collect 

large objects.

Sterilise to kill microbes using 

ozone, chlorine or UV light

From salty water

Desalination by: 

distillation – heating water and 

condensing the vapour.

reverse osmosis – using 

pressurised water and 

membranes.  Both expensive.

Carbon footprint

The amount of carbon dioxide and methane 

released into the atmosphere by a product, 

person or process.

Reducing this can reduce greenhouse gases

Waste water

Sewage is human faeces. Along with agricultural waste, can contain 

organic matter and harmful microbes.

Industrial waste can contain organics matter and harmful chemicals

How has the atmosphere changes over time?

4.6 to 2.7 billion years ago – high levels of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, water vapour and other gases, mostly due to volcanic activity.  Very little 

oxygen present.  Difficult to know as there is little evidence

2.7 billion to 200 million year ago – atmosphere changes due to cooling and photosynthesising organisms. Water vapour forms liquid water.  

Oxygen levels increase.  CO2 decreases as it dissolves in water and in used in photosynthesis.

200 million years ago to present – Nitrogen 80%, Oxygen 20%, Carbon dioxide 0.04%, small amounts of other gases and water vapour.

Retrieval Questions

What do we use the Earth’s resources 
for? Warmth, shelter, food, fuel, 
transport
What are some examples of natural 
resources?  cotton, wool, timber
What are some examples of synthetic 
resources? plastic, polyester, acrylic
What is a finite resource? A resource 
that will eventually run out
What is sustainable development?
Development that meets the needs of 
current generations without 
compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs
What are the four main types of 
water? pure water, salt water, fresh 
water, potable water
What is potable water? Water that is 
safe to drink



Y11 Combined Physics1.3 

Key Terms

1. Transverse
2. Longitudinal
3. Amplitude
4. Wavelength
5. Frequency

What is a wave?
A wave is an oscillation (vibration) that 
transfers energy without transferring 
matter.

Transverse waves
In a transverse wave, the oscillations are at 
right angles (perpendicular) to the direction 
of energy transfer.

Longitudinal waves
In a longitudinal wave, the oscillations are parallel to 
the direction of energy transfers.

Oscillations
up and down

Energy transfer

Oscillations
left and right

compression

rarefaction

Energy transfer

Amplitude – the maximum displacement of a 
point on a wave from its undisturbed position.

Wavelength – the distance between the same 
point on two adjacent waves. 

Frequency – the number of complete waves 
passing a certain point per second.
Frequency is measured in hertz (Hz).  
1 Hz is one wave per second.

Time period – the time for a full cycle of the 
wave to be completed i.e. the length of time 
between one crest (peak) passing a point and 
the next crest passing the same point.

Period = 
1

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
or   T = 

1

𝑓

Wave speed – the speed at which 
energy is transferred.

Wave speed equation:
Wave speed = frequency  x wavelength

OR

v = ꬵ x ʎ
Wave speed:  m/s
Frequency: Hz
Wavelength: m

Question:
A wave has a frequency of 4.0 x 107 Hz 
and a speed of 3.0 x 108 m/s. Find its 
wavelength.
ʎ = v/ ꬵ
ʎ = 3.0 x 108/ 4.0 x 107 = 7.5 m

Rarefaction

In a longitudinal wave, the oscillations are parallel 
to the direction of energy transfer 



Y11 Art 1.3 

Key Terms

1 Montage. 

2 Assemblage. 

3 Collage.

4 Composition.

5 Collection.

IDEAS:
Small Box Assemblage Art.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cdy-DZm00c

iPhone Box Assemblage Art.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4PbhyrZFVI

How Joseph Cornell became an artist.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1r_CXS7bXtw

Joseph Cornell and travel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0nAhXj7oTo

Vending machine Art O Mat Show and Tell
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-lbr1MtCR5U

Cornell’s glazed boxes contain assemblages of found 

objects that have mysterious and poetic associations. 

This work is dedicated to Giuditta Pasta, a nineteenth-

century Italian opera singer. Cornell idolised a number 

of almost-forgotten stars of the ballet and opera, who 

epitomised for him the ideals of the Romantic era. The 

box includes astronomical charts and two balls 

balanced on rods, which suggest planets orbiting the 

sun. This astronomical theme may relate to a 

contemporary account, which Cornell kept among his 

cuttings, in which Pasta’s voice is described as evoking 

the beauty of the night sky.

Louise Nevelson  The Black Wall 1959

In the late 1950s, Nevelson began to make reliefs by stacking wooden boxes and crates, each 

of which would contain an arrangement of found objects that she collected as she walked 

around the streets of New York City. Black Wall is an early example of this approach, filled 

with pieces of scrap timber, such as joinery offcuts and fragments of furniture. The disparate 

elements are unified by being painted black, a colour which Nevelson suggested will make any 

material look more distinguished.

Task: Further your 

knowledge of artists 

who use boxes within 

their work, read the 

information on the right 

and watch the short 

films above. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cdy-DZm00c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4PbhyrZFVI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1r_CXS7bXtw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0nAhXj7oTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-lbr1MtCR5U
http://www.tate.org.uk/learn/online-resources/glossary/a/assemblage
http://www.tate.org.uk/learn/online-resources/glossary/f/found-object
http://www.tate.org.uk/learn/online-resources/glossary/r/romanticism


Y11 Photography 1.3 

Key Terms

1. Linear.

2. Composition.

3. Flowing.

4. Leading lines.
5. Observational

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uu_5lEja2vA

A Comprehensive Look At Leading Lines,

A Photography Staple — Photography Visual Patterns

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGWYHimA8gQ

Photography Composition :: Line

Watch the films above and expand your 

understanding of line and leading lines in 

photography.

Find Those Leading Lines

Finding leading lines to use in your shots shouldn’t be too hard—they 

are everywhere around you! From the pavement leading towards the 

bus stop or a pencil laying on a desk pointing towards a blackboard to 

the edge of your kitchen counter that leads towards your living room, 

it’s not hard to find them every place you go.

The following are several examples of leading lines you might find 

nearby that you can practice working with:

•Roads

•Fences

•Window panes

•Builds

•Doorways

•Bridges

•Rivers

•Shorelines

•Lamp Posts



Y11  Art Textiles 1.3

Key Words for this 

Half Term

Collage

Layer

Printing

Stencilling

Embroidery

The term collage derives from the French term papiers collés, used to describe techniques 

of pasting paper cut-outs onto various surfaces. Collage can also include other media such 

as painting, drawing, textiles, and can contain three-dimensional elements.

An art journal is a book kept by an artist as a visual record of their thoughts and ideas. 

Art journals generally combine visual journaling and writing to create finished pages. 

Every imaginable style, media and technique is used by art journalists.

Watch these clips with ideas on mixed media techniques & processes. Experiment with these 

ideas to create your own pages like the examples above by the artists Cas Holmes, Jane 

Davies & Roxanne Evans Stout.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhrIgn_mK6g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pI5_BUkIp3M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGhn6oWirNQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0_WT1sN6xc

Cas Holmes

Jane Davies

Roxanne Evans Stout

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhrIgn_mK6g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pI5_BUkIp3M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGhn6oWirNQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0_WT1sN6xc


Y11 Hospitality and Catering 1.3 

Hydration Aim for 6-8 glasses of fluid per day. Water is the 

best choice as it hydrates you without adding any extra 

calories to your daily intake. Unsweetened tea and coffee, 

sugar free drinks and low fat milk all count.

Bread, rice, potatoes rice, paste & other carbohydrates

(carbohydrates and fibre if wholemeal)

Choose wholegrain or higher fibre versions with less added 
fat, salt and sugar.

Oils and spreads

(Unsaturated fat)

This includes olive, vegetable & rapeseed oil, and 
margarine which is oil hardened to a solid by pumping 
hydrogen through it. This is the healthier fat. It lowers 
blood cholesterol rather than raising it like saturated fat. It 
is however still very high in energy (kcals) so it is a very 
small proportion.

Energy requirements (kcals)

Shows the average energy requirements for adult males 
and females. Females -2000 kcals and males - 2500kcals. If 
energy intake is greater than energy expenditure (i.e. From 
exercise), = weight gain. These are only averages –depends 
on age, gender, activity level & body size.

Dairy & Alternatives  (Calcium)

Dairy sources come from milk. Cheese, yogurt and cream 
are made from milk so are also included.

Non dairy alternatives include milk and products made 
from soya, coconut, almond etc. These are not made from 
milk and are suitable for lactose intolerant and are lower in 
saturated fat. Food in this group can be high in saturated 
fat and sugar (i.e. Cheese, whole milk, sweetened yogurts) 
so choose low fat & sugar versions

Fruit & Vegetables

(Vitamins & Minerals)

5 a day. (a variety).

Fresh, frozen, tinned, dried & juiced 

all count - fruit juice/ smoothies 

should be limited to 150ml per day 

in total & dried fruit should be 

limited to 1 tablespoon per day. 

1 portion = 80g

Tips: grate or blend vegetables into 

a Bolognese. Add fruit to cereal. 

Swap potato chips for sweet potato.

Beans, pulses, fish, eggs, meat & other protein

Animal sources - meat such as chicken, pork, beef., eggs and 
fish such as salmon, tuna, cod. Plant sources - beans, lentils, 
pulses. Plant sources have less saturated fat and are more 
environmentally friendly. Aim for >2 portions of sustainably 
sourced fish per week, including a portion of oily fish (a 
portion = 140g). Oily fish - salmon, sardines, mackerel & 
trout, are sources of vitamin D & omega 3. 

Foods to avoid: High in the 3 ‘S’s. Salt, Sugar, Saturated fat.

Use food labels to help you choose foods lower the 3 ‘S’s.

Salt: Adults - < 6g per day & even less for children. High salt = increased risk of developing high blood 
pressure = greater risk of stroke & heart disease.

Sugar: Too much sugar, especially between meals, can increase risk of tooth decay and will add extra 
calories so cut down on cereal, cakes, biscuits and sugary drinks. 

Saturated fat: Foods high in saturated fat can lead to high blood cholesterol, which narrows arteries 
and leads to coronary heart disease. Usually from animal sources i.e. Animal fat, butter, cheese.

Composite foods

A dish or meal with more than 1 

kind of food component in them. 

E.g. pizzas, pies, lasagne and 

sandwiches are all made with 

ingredients from more than one 

food group.

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/eat-
well/the-eatwell-guide/

The Eatwell Guide – use the link below to 

access the NHS Eatwell guide. 

Key Terms
1 Balance 
2 Requirements
3 Food related causes of ill heath 
4 Menu planning 
5 Diet 

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/eat-well/the-eatwell-guide/


Y10 iMedia 1.3 

Key Terms

1. Purpose
2. Target Audience
3. Legislation
4. Contingencies
5. Brief

What is a Client Brief?

Written Brief – a statement of what’s needed.

Script – for a short film or animation.

Specification – More detailed, formal, signatures, dates and 

version numbers.

Client Discussion – ask the client questions.

Content of Client Requirements?

Product – What type of Media product?

Purpose – inform, entertain, advertise, educate, promote?

Content – text, images, logos etc.

Theme – Depends on the purpose

Style – May need to be kept in the same style as the rest of a 

company’s products.

Genre – action/adventure, romance, drama, racing etc...

Target audience – Age range, genre, without discrimination.

Timescales – deadline date.

Constraints – may have some restrictions.

Content of a work plan:

Tasks – Planning/pre-production then generating the final production

Activities – e.g. gathering assets, preparing assets, constructing the main 

graphic, saving, exporting in the required format.

Time scale – amount of time a task is expected to take

Milestones – key dates when a section is completed

Deadlines – completion date.

Resources – what is needed

Contingencies – back up plan, extra time if needed

Target Audience

Age – need to be clear about the 

age group. (E.G. 6-12, 12-18)

Gender – male/female, trans-

gender, gender neutral

Location – local, national, 

international (e.g. music event)

Ethnicity – background, culture, 

race, religion, language

Income – Affects the type of 

product but also where it is 

available from.

Accessibility – Hearing and sight 

difficulties.

Legislation

• Copyright

• Trademark

• Intellectual Property

• Royalty Free

• Creative Commons

• Certification

• Classification

• Censorship

• Defamation

• Slander

• Libel

• Privacy
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Key Terms…

Water Footprint – The amount of 

water used to make an item of 

food or a product such as an item 

of clothing.

Water Security – When a society 

has enough water to ensure that 

everyone has clean water, 

sanitation and good health and 

the economy has enough water to 

grow food and make things.

Embedded Water – The amount 

of water or energy that is required 

to make a product. 

Groundwater Store – Water in the 

ground below the water table.

Water Abstraction – When water 

is taken from a river, reservoir or 

underground source

Over-abstraction – When water is 

abstracted at a faster rate than it 

is recharged, leading to a store of 

water decreasing in size.

Water Stress – When there is a 

shortage of water which creates 

risk for the individuals, farmers 

and industry.

What is the water footprint?

Water Footprint – The amount of water used to make an item of food or a product such as an item of 

clothing (i.e. direct water – drinking, showering, embedded water – water used to make goods). 

Demand for water is affected by two factors: 

• Number of people in an area / country
• Amount of water needed for direct use and embedded water (goods)

Consumerism - The need to buy goods in ever increasing amounts. Due to consumerism the demand 

for water may be higher in HIC’s as there is a higher demand for goods compared to LIC’s.

What is ‘Water Security’? 

Water Security – When a society has enough water to ensure everyone has clean water, sanitation and good health and the 

economy has enough water to grow food and make things. Water Security relies on good governance, transboundary 

cooperation, peace and political stability and finance. 

What is water ‘abstraction’ and ‘over abstraction’?

Water Abstraction – When water is taken from a river, reservoir or underground source

Over Abstraction – When water is abstracted at a faster rate than it is recharged, leading to a store of water decreasing in 

size.

What are the impacts of over abstraction? 

Groundwater Supplies: 

Water table can not be raised for an areas

needs (e.g. to grow crops)

Water table lowers in coastal areas causing

salty sea water to contaminate fresh water.

Surface Supplies

Surface water (e.g. lakes) disappear affecting

the economy (e.g. fishing)

People forced to move elsewhere for jobs

creating competition elsewhere.

How can the imbalance of water be addressed?

The East coast of South Africa (Lesotho) receives far more rainfall due 

to warm moist air coming from the Indian Ocean creating relief rainfall 

due to the mountainous area but has a low population. Gauteng has 

low rainfall but a high population. 

• The Lesotho Highlands Water Project (LHWP) includes building 6 
major dams in Lesotho

• 200km of tunnel systems were used to transfer water to areas 
with low water supply 

• The tunnels will divert 40% of water from the Senqu River 
(Lesotho) to the Vaal River 

• The River Vaal then carries water to the Gauteng province; a 
highly populated, industrial area
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Key Terms

1. Trench
2. Artillery
3. Offensive
4. Tactics
5. Blockade

Why were 

trenches 

built?

• Neither side had managed to outflank each other in the ‘race to the sea’, so both sides just dug down instead, creating opposite sets of trenches

• Both sides would occasionally attack each other for nearly four years, but the amount of territory controlled and gained hardly changed!

• Although many lives were lost, most battles ended in ‘stalemate’ (where no side can make progress or win)

The trench 

system

• The artillery cannons would be the furthest back in the trench system – they could fire for miles, over their own troops, into the enemy 

trenches

• The reserve trench was the next forward, then the support trench, then the frontline (these were all linked by communication trenches)

• No Man’s Land was inbetween the two sets of trenches, and normally measured from 50m to 200m

• Sandbags and barbed wire were used for defence

Over the top • The way a battle would take place was normally as follows: the artillery would attack the enemy for a prolonged period of time (to destroy the 

enemy trenches) – then, soldiers would go ‘over the top’ into No Man’s Land to reach the enemy trench – if they were successful, then they 

would attempt to capture the trench using hand-to-hand combat

• Artillery shells rarely worked as effectively as planned!

• Attacking soldiers were often shot down very easily by machine guns

• The war was seen as a ‘war of attrition’ – simply, the first side to give up loses!

Battle of Verdun:

-The French were defending against a major German attack at Verdun.

-The battle lasted from February 1916 to December 1916 (the longest battle of WWI).

-There were no real military gains (stalemate!), but both sides lost over 300,000 soldiers.

Many German soldiers were intentionally diverted to the Battle of the Somme to relieve the French.

The Battle of the Somme: 

The British advance on the Somme was a successful attempt to help the French by drawing some Germans away 

from Verdun.

This battle was the bloodiest, and largest battle of WWI.

The British executed a week-long artillery bombardment on the German trenches (this failed, mainly because 

the artillery shells were faulty).

There were 60,000 British casualties (deaths, injured, missing) on the VERY FIRST DAY, 20,000 of which were 

deaths!

Sir Douglas Haig (British commander) was much criticised after the battle for his refusal to change tactics, and 

was labelled by many as ‘The Butcher of the Somme).

The battle ended in stalemate, with over 500,000 lives lost on each side.

Conditions.

Shellshock – a mental illness due 

to the trauma of battle meaning 

soldiers would be unable to 

function (in modern times, this is 

referred to as Post-Traumatic 

Stress Disorder!)

Hygiene – cramped conditions 

and poor sanitation made for 

poor hygiene.

Food – there was plenty of food, 

but very basic (bread, stew, 

corned beef, etc.).

Health – due to the cramped 

conditions, disease spread very 

easily in the trenches (also spread 

by rats).

Gas and tanks were also new 

weapons used very effectively for 

WWI.

The Battle of Passchendaele: The 

Muddiest battle of WWI (the thick 

mud caused major issues for the 

soldiers – some even drowned in it!). 

The ten-day long British artillery 

bombardment created a huge amount 

of mud around the battle area – this 

caused huge problems and made the 

fighting extremely difficult.
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Key Terms

1. Corporal punishment

2. Capital punishment

3. Retribution 

4. Deterrence 

5. Reformation

Reasons for 
Crime

People are tempted to commit crime for a wide range of reasons including poverty (not having enough money or food), upbringing (where 
people are not taught right from wrong), addiction (some people commit crimes to feed an addiction), greed (committing crimes out of a 
desire for things they cannot afford), hatred or out of opposition to unjust law (breaking the law to oppose hateful or unjust laws) 

Aims of 
Punishment

Deterrence
This aim of punishment seeks to use punishment as a 
message to others considering committing crime. By 
giving one criminal a harsh punishment others may be 
put off committing a similar crime.

Reformation
This aim of punishment seeks to help 
criminals change their behaviour for 
the better. It may involve therapy, 
education or training. Many Christians 
support this as a form of ‘love your 
neighbour’ mercy.

Retribution
This aim of punishment is society 
getting its own back on the offender. 
The Old Testament says ‘an eye for an 
eye’ so some Christians would argue 
that this form of punishment is just 
according to the Bible.

Forgiveness Forgiveness is at the heart of Jesus’ teaching. It means to show mercy and pardon someone for what they have done wrong but showing 
someone forgiveness does not mean they should be justly punished for their crimes. 
When Jesus was crucified, he forgave those who sentenced him to death and crucified him saying: ‘Father forgive them, for they know not 
what they do’.
Forgiveness leads Christians to support reformation as an aim of punishment as it allows the criminal to be forgiven and to ask for forgiveness. 
They also use forgiveness as an argument against the death penalty.

Christian 
Attitudes to 
Punishment

Prisons
Many Christians believe prisoners should be treated
well when in prison as even though they have done 
wrong they do not believe in evil people as much as evil 
actions. Some Christians campaign for better prison 
conditions out of mercy.

Corporal Punishment

Most Christians do not support using 

physical pain as a form of punishment as 

it is harmful and negative. It is currently 

illegal in the UK and many Christians 

would rather seek to reform a criminal 

than punish them in this way.

Community Service
Many Christians argue in favour of 
community service where criminals 
work to repay their community as a 
punishment. It allows criminals to make 
up for what they have done and does 
not harm the offender in the process.

The death
penalty

The death penalty means the state killing criminals who have committed the worst crimes. It has not been used in the UK since 1969 but is still

a common punishment elsewhere in the world. 

 Some Christians argue that the death penalty is a just punishment for murder as the Bible says both ‘you shall not kill’ and ‘an eye for an 

eye’.

 They may also argue that it deters criminals from committing the worst crimes and keeps people safe.

 Other Christians argue that the death penalty goes against sanctity of life. Life is sacred and holy and only God can give and take life.

 They might also argue that the death penalty goes against the aim of reformation as a dead criminal cannot be reformed, forgiven or shown 

mercy to.

Christian attitudes to crime

Good and Evil Intentions
The Bible warns Christians against 
having evil thoughts which lead to 

evil actions. Avoiding sin and 
temptation steers Christians away 

from crime.
Christians would be more willing to 

treat an offender who had good 
intentions with more mercy than 

one who acted out of evil intentions. 

Attitudes to Lawbreakers
Christians do not believe that people 

are evil but that people can be 
tempted to do wrong and break the 

law.
Christians are taught to “love the 
sinner, hate the sin” which means 

they should forgive and show mercy 
to people who have done wrong but 
admitted their mistakes and sought 

atonement.
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Key Terms

1. Co-ordination
2. Bioelectrical
3. Body Composition
4. Aerobic
5. Plyometric

What are the 

Components of 

PHYSICAL fitness?

• Body 

Composition

• Flexibility

• Muscular 

Endurance

• Muscular 

Strength

• Aerobic 

Endurance

• Speed

What are the fitness tests used to 

measure the Components of 

Fitness?

• Illinois Agility Test

• 35m Sprint Test

• Grip Dynamometer Test

• Sit and Reach Test

• Multi Stage Fitness Test

• Forestry Step Test

• One min press up test

• One min sit up test

• Skinfold Test

• Bioelectrical Impedance 

Analysis (BIA)

• Body Mass Index (BMI)

• Vertical Jump Test

Name all of the methods we can use to 

measure heart rate

• Borg’s RPE Scale

• Heart Rate Monitor 

• Radial Pulse

What are the Components of 

SKILL RELATED fitness?

• Power

• Co-ordination

• Balance

• Reaction Time

• Agility

How many Beats Per 

Minute (BPM) would 

your heart beat at in 

the LOWER Aerobic 

zone?

• 15 Year old= 

123.0 (0.60 x 

205)

What do we multiply Borgs 

RPE scale number with to 

predict your 

current/perceived heart 

rate?

• 10

What are the 4 

BASIC principles 

of training?

•

Frequency

• Intensity

• Time

• Type

What are the 7 

ADDITIONAL 

principles of training?

• Specificity

• Progressive 

Overload

• Rest and 

Recovery

• Variation 

• Individual 

Differences

• Reversibility

• Adaption
Maximum heart rate is:

• 220- your age= Max HR

Which fingers do we use to 

check our radial pulse?

Index and middle fingerWhat 3 methods of are 

classed as Speed 

Training?

• Hollow Sprints

• Acceleration 
Sprints

• Interval Training 

How many Beats Per Minute 

(BPM) would your heart beat 

at in the HIGHER Aerobic 

zone?

• 15 Year old= 174.25 

(0.85 x 205)

What does the term PRACTICALITY mean when fitness testing?

• How easy it is to carry out the test in terms of the costs 

involved, time available and equipment requirements

What does the term VALIDTY mean when fitness 

testing?

• The accuracy of the fitness test results.

What does the term RELIABILITY mean 

when fitness testing?

• The test results obtained must be 

consistent. If you were to carry out 

the same test using the same 

conditions and environment you 

would get the same results

What are the 4 advantages of 

circuit training?

• Can be tailored to 

sports/athletes

• No specialist 

equipment needed

• Can develop strength, 

power and endurance

• Can include a variety 

of exercises

What 3 methods 

are classed as 

Flexibility 

training?

• Static 

Stretching 

• Ballistic 
Stretching

• PNF 
Stretching

What 3 methods are 

classed as Strength, 

Muscular Endurance and 

Power training?

• Circuit Training

• Free Weights
• Plyometric

What 4 methods are 

classed as Aerobic 

Endurance training 

are:

• Continuous

• Fartlek 
• Interval 

Training
• Circuit

What are the 3 PRE TEST (before testing) 

procedures 

Gaining Consent

Calibration of Equipment

Briefing Performers

What do we use NORMATIVE DATA for?

• It is used to gauge where results are in comparison to other people 

of the same age or gender

What is the % 

target zone for 

aerobic 

development 

(cardiovascular 

health 

improvement)

• 60-85%
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Recruiting processes

Show reel

Auditions

Interviews

CVs

Demo-recordings

Contracts

Fixed term

Permanent

Part- time

Freelance

Volunteer

Types of Lighting

Spot

Fresnel

Flood

Strobe

Written Formats

Storyboards

Play scripts / shooting scripts

Musical Scores

Libretti

Laban Notation

Constraints (potential problems) on 

Creation of Work

Budget, Funding, Commissioning Groups, 

Location, Touring, Design, Venue, 

Performance Space, Available specialist 

equipment

Abbreviations

USR/L – Upstage Right/Left 

USC – Upstage Centre

CSR/L– Centre Stage Right/Left

CS – Centre Stage

DSR/L – Downstage Right/Left

DSC – Downstage Centre

Key practitioners

Acting

Bertolt Brecht

Stanislavski

Steven Berkoff

Antonin Artuad

Key practitioners

Dance

Gene Kelly

Martha Graham

Bob Fosse

Diversity

Darcey Bussell

Performing Rights Legislation

All work is protected by copyright and 

belongs to the writer of the work 

(composer, playwright etc). 

Types of marketing

Posters, Flash Mob events, Photoshoots, Promo 

events, TV interviews, Arts festivals, Social media

Posters – What should be included?

Title of performance

Price of tickets

Venue and address

Where to book tickets

Dates and times of performance

Company putting on the performance

Picture to give a hint about the 

performance

PRS  Performing 

Rights Society

PPL
Phonographic 

Performance 

License

Technical Terms & 

abbreviations

Wings

Fly Towers

Stage dock

Orchestra Pit

Tabs

The Book

LX – Lighting effects

FX – Sound effects

SM – Stage 

Manager

ASM – Assistant 

Stage Manager

DSM – Deputy 

Stage Manager

FOH – Front of 

House

What does a profit organisation mean? 

– making money from a performance. 

For example, Large West End Shows.

Types of Venue

Receiving Theatre/House – work created in 
one location then go on tour to these venues

Producing Theatres/House – Work created 
on the premises

RISK ASSESSMENT
A risk assessment is something you are 
required by the law to carry out to 
manage healthy and safety within the 
theatre. 

Performing Arts Organisations
Production Companies – Can produce ‘in-
house’ in a specific venue.  Can become a 
‘touring theatre’ company.

Service Companies - provide assistance to 
venues and production companies e.g. 
transport and hiring equipment.

Key Words for this Half 

Term

1 - Constraints

2 - Legislation

3 - Profit

4 - Commissioning

5 - Abbreviations

Non-profit- a not-for-

profit organisation is not 

operating at a loss; these 

venues still need to cover 

costs. E.G. Regional Arts 

centres with a community 

focus.

Types of Stage

End-on stage

Thrust Stage

Traverse Stage

In the Round Stage

Promenade Stage

Raked Stage

Performance 

Disciplines

Production 

Disciplines

Performers:

Acting

Dancing 

Musician 

Musical theatre

Physical theatre

Costume

Set, including 

projected and 

moving images

Make-up and hair

Lighting

Sound

Stage 

management

Original writing

Directing

Choreography

Public relations

Film production
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Why do artists HIRE the following?
EQUIPMENT – so that they get the best equipment/ don’t have to 

carry their own around/ if it breaks it gets fixed / specialists come 

with it

STUDIO/REHEARSAL SPACE – so that they have good acoustics/good 

equipment/don’t need to buy their own space

TRANSPORT – comes with drivers and roadies already

What is 

MARKETING?

• The act of 

selling/pro

moting a 

product

What is 

DISTRIBUTION?

The movement of 

goods 

(songs/CDs to 

shops/websites 

for sale to 

public)

Who are ARTISTS’ 

REPRESENTATIVES?

AGENT

Negotiates deals

MANAGER

Takes care of business affairs

PR officer

Looks after public image

Stylist

Styles the artist

What are ROYALTIES?

The payment to a composer 

each time their song is 

heard

Who collects ROYALTIES?  

PRS (Performing Rights 

Society)

MCPS (Mechanical Copyright 

Protection Society)

HOW DO YOU GET PAID IN THE MUSIC 

INDUSTRY?
Negotiate contract

Take an advance payment (sometimes)

Do the work specified in the contract

Send the bill for the services you provided

Get paid

If not paid, get union involved to help with legal dispute

What do UNIONS do? 

• Negotiate contracts

• Look after legal side 

of things

• Put you in touch with 

others

• Make sure your 

working conditions 

are acceptable

What TRADE BODIES?

AN organisation that 

promotes an aspect of the 

music business

PLASA – Lighting and Sound

MPG – Music Producers’’ 

Guild

APRS – Association of 

Professional Recording 

Services (anyone who works 

in recording studios)

Employment Types

Part Time- working part of the week

Full Time- working all (or most) of the week

Temporary Contract- contract for a set time (eg.May-July)

Permanent Contract- contract that keeps going

MU – Musicians’ Union

BECTU – Broadcasters’ U’n

EQUITY – Actors’ Union

Job Roles
• Session 

Musician

• Mastering 

Engineer

ROADIE
Will drive transport to and 

from gigs

Will help move, set up and 

pack away equipment

VENUE MANAGER

• Looks after venue – opens and closes

• Negotiates with artists’ managers 

booking of / cost of hiring venue

• Ensures venue follows health and safety

Key Terms

1 - Roadie

2 - Royalties

3 - Representatives

4 - Engineer

5 - Negotiate

VENUES (SMALL) –

Pub/School stage/Small theatre

• Intimate atmosphere

• Caters for community

• Accessible for local bands

What are the HEALTH & SAFETY 

requirements at venues?

Heating/lighting

Safe electricals

Ventilation

Flow of people 

Toilets

First aid

Drinking water
Security

Secure stage

Safe Parking

Secure stage

WHAT DO MUSIC PUBLISHERS DO?

Print sheet music

Look after royalties for songwriters

Promote songs/compositions

LARGE RECORD COMPANIES 

Sony/EMI/Warner Bros

Have more money to

invest initially/advertise worldwide

X      May focus on bigger artists 

X      Record deals bad for artist

X      May not have artistic freedom
VENUES (LARGE) –

Arena/Stadium/West End Theatre

• Excellent sound/facilities

• Able to sell loads of tickets

• Good transport links

WHAT DO PROMOTERS DO?

PROMOTE TOURS - this includes:

Sort a venue for show       

Sort out PA/lights etc     

Promotion - website/posters

Cover cost of venue

Take a percentage of royalties for 

own fee    

‘INDIE’ RECORD COMPANIES

Rough Trade/Factory/Damix records

X      Will focus more on artist

X      Better deal financially

X      Not as much money to promote

X     Less contact with media

Job Roles

Venue Manager

Studio Manager

Roadie

Music Journalist 

/Blogger

Broadcaster

Software 

Programmer

Job Roles

Musician

Musical Director

Live Sound 

Technician

Sound Engineer

Record Producer
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Use all PANDA

Je préfère

J’aime…. 

Je n’aime pas…

Je déteste…

J’adore…

Use all PECPC

Parce que

Étant donné que

Comme

Puisque

Car

Simple negative form

Je ne joue pas..

Je ne vais pas…

Il n’aime pas.

Ce n’est pas…

Correct adjective position & endings!!

un livre interessant

des cahiers bleus

une maison blanche

BUT

un grande livre

un petite maison

3 tenses:   present, past and future

1.Present – je fais (I do)    je suis = I am

J’ai = I have      Je vais = I go

2.Past – je suis allé (I went)    j’ai vu (I 

saw) j’ai fait = I did

3.Future– Je vais écouter (I am going to 

listen)     je vais être = I am going to be

Je vais aller = I am going to go        

Talk about other people, with correct 

endings…

nous allons = we go

nous jouons = we play

nous regardons = we watch

ils portent = they wear

ils chantent = they sing

Comparatives

Plus beau que = more handsome than

Moins sain que = not as healthy as

Aussi vieux que = as old as

Moins jolie que = not as cute as

Complex opinion starters

Si vous voulez mon opinion

Selon moi

En ce qui me concerne

A mon avis

Je pense que

An infinitive structure

A simple verb followed by an infinitive

Je voudrais être = I would like to be

J’aime lire = I like reading

J’adore essayer = I love trying

Adjectives rule of three

Ma mère est sympa, quelquefois stricte mais 

toujours gentile.

Les sciences sont utiles, assez intèressantes 

mais pas faciles.

More tenses!

1. Conditional – Je voudrais habiter 

en France

2. Real future – Je gagnerai assez 

d’argent

3. Imperfect – Quand j’étais petit

Grade 9ers

Avant d’arriver = before arriving

Après avoir mangé, = after having eaten

Je viens de reviser = I’ve just been revising

J’étudie depuis 5 ans = I’ve been studying 

for 5 years

For the photo!! 

Never say “He is playing” etc…

Il est jouer au foot

Ils sont aller en ville

Il joue au foot

Ils vont en ville

Key terms: les loisirs, la nourriture, ma région, le travail, le stage.

Ensure you can use examples of all the grammar points in these boxes for the writing and speaking!

Learn more vocabulary by creating an account either with memrise or duolingo.
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Use a time phrase at the start of your 

sentence and Verb 2nd

Oft spiele ich Golf = I often play golf

Gestern bin ich nach Wigan gefahren = 

Yesterday I went to Wigan

For the photo!! 

Never try to say “He is playing” etc…

Er ist spielen Fussball

Sie sind spielen Basketball

Just “er spielt Fussball” etc

Use adverbial opinions

Ich spiele gern Schlagball.

Ich gehe gern Schwimmen.

Wir fahren sehr gern nach London.

Er spielt lieber Hockey. (He prefers 

playing…)

NEVER Ich mag spielen Schlagball!!!!!

Varied Waterfall words

,weil es lustig ist.

, obwohl es teuer ist.

, wenn es sonnig ist.

, wo ich schwimmen gehe.

Correct negative structures

Ich habe keine Geschwister.

Ich mag Geschichte nicht.

Er trinkt kein Alkohol.

Wir gehen nie ins Restaurant.

Talk about other people, with correct 

endings…

Er spielt… (he…)

Sie geht… (she…)

Wir fahren… (we…)

Sie essen … (They…)

Plenty of time phrases, quantifiers and 

whack ‘em in words!

auch (also), aber (but), deshalb (therefore)

immer (always), oft,

manchmal (sometimes)

ganz (quite), wirklich (really), unglaublich

(unbelievably)

Comparatives

Deutsch ist besser als Kunst.

Mein Bruder ist grösser als meine 

Schwester.

Wigan ist nicht so schön wie Bolton.

Future / conditional/ modal structures

Ich werde ins Kino gehen

Ich werde nach Spanien fahren

Ich werde am Computer spielen

Es wird fantastisch sein. (it will be)

Ich möchte Florida besuchen. (would like)

Ich soll mehr Obst essen. (should)

Past tense 

Ich habe Golf gespielt

Ich habe Hausaufgaben gemacht

Ich habe ferngesehen

Ich bin ins Kino gegangen

Ich bin nach Wigan gefarhen

Es war interessant

Es hatte ein schönes Restaurant

um…zu structures

,um Fussball zu spielen = in order to play 

football

,um meine Abitur zu machen = to do my A-

Levels

Complex opinion starters

Meiner Meinung nach = In my opinion

Laut meinem Vater = According to my 

dad

Ich bin der Meinung, dass = I’m of the 

opinion that

…gefällt mir = I like / enjoy

Auf der einen/anderen Seite… = On the

one/other hand

Use seit = since/for (Doesn’t use past 

tense!!)

Ich spiele seit 5 Jahren Golf = I have played 

golf for 5 years

Ensure you can use examples of all the grammar points in these boxes for the writing and speaking!

Learn more vocabulary by creating an account either with memrise or duolingo.

Key terms: Freizeit, Mode, meine Gegend, Urlaub, Arbeit


